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Sticky Note
FIRE HYDRANTS WITHIN OR ADJACENT TO SUFFOLK HILL PROPERTIES     All indicated locations are approximate and determination of any Insurance discounts is the responsibility of property owners, who, if interested, should use some method of measuring the distance from residence to hydrant acceptable to their Insurance Provider.  Protocol: Learn whether your home insurance provider gives a discount for having a nearby fire hydrant and under what terms and conditions.  The Hartford gives the discount on a scale dependant on whether the distance is 250, 500, or 1000 feet.      If necessary, Mountain Vista Fire District, under whose jurisdiction the following fire hydrants lie, will verify the location of the fire hydrant in question, if the Insurance Provider needs verification: 520-797-6901. It is up to the property owner and Insurance Provider to provide whatever documentation the Insurance Company requires concerning the distance from fire hydrant to building and/or property. Fire Hydrants – Some are on Tucson Water Lines, some are on Metro Water Lines.1.	SE corner of Escondido Plaza, adjacent to Lots 31-36-37. 2.	NE corner of Escondido Plaza adjacent to Lots 42-43-44.3.	Magee Rd and Village, nearest Lot 45.4.	North Side of Magee, nearest lots 152-153-154 (Serving IH Middle School).5.	North Side of Magee, nearest lots 156-157-158 (Serving IH High School)6.	South Side of Magee NE of intersection with First Ave. – Nearest Lot 158.7.	On East Side of 1st Avenue at Suffolk Drive, nearest Lots 160, 161. 8.	On East Side of 1st Avenue at Cambridge Drive, nearest Lots 163, 130.9.	On East Side of 1st Avenue at Eton Drive, nearest Lots 132, 149.10.	NE corner of Cambridge and Suffolk Dr, adjacent to lots 189, 176, 167, 126.11.	Intersection of Suffolk Dr. and Andover Dr., adjacent to lots 117, 118, 108, 193, 194.12.	Intersection of Cambridge Dr. and Sussex Court, adjacent to lots 73, 78, 80, 81.DISCLAIMERS: There may be other properties than those listed above that may fall within the parameters of some Insurance Providers. Set back of the buildings from property lines nearest the hydrants may be important in determining qualification for a discount. In order to deliver the required volume at the hydrant, it is necessary for they hydrant to be on a line that is at least 6-inches in diameter. Suffolk Hills has a hodge-podge of 3, 4, 8 and 12-inch water mains,* so not all properties can quality for a nearby hydrant without homeowner participation at considerable costs for putting down new pipe. Yet, there are vast areas, such as most of East Magee, Suffolk Drive north of Andover and a short portion of Cambridge north and south of Sussex, where 6-inch main exist, and where it is perhaps possible for more hydrants to be installed in the future. Since recent hydrants cost approximately $6,900 each to install, additional hydrants will be an important budgetary item for the constituents of Mountain Vista Fire District. Suffolk Hills property Owners Association has a map of the water lines in question.A great advantage in terms of much more protection is that Fire Engine Tankers will have many hydrants readily available for a quicker refill if needed to fight fires that may be beyond hose lines. Phil Richardson, SHPOA Liaison with Mountain Vista Fire District.  297-2184  or k7os@msn.com  




